Suppressor cells and immunoregulation.
We have described a model system of immunoregulation in which gene products associated with both the major histocompatibility complex and the heavy-chain immunoglobulin gene complex guide a series of cellular interactions. The Igh genetic restrictions may represent the use of internal images of antigen and idiotype as suppressor-T cell receptors. The data indicate that the T-cell and B-cell Igh products are distinct. The T cell-derived idiotype-like determinants are used for suppressor-T cell communications. The MHC restrictions generally involve the I-J subregion. These restrictions are imposed by the presentation of antigen or suppressor factor by specialized populations of I-J bearing accessory cells. The role of MHC products in the induction of suppressor cells has several homologies with the mechanisms responsible for the induction of H-2-restricted helper cells. First, I-region products on specialized presenting cells determine the specificity and genetic restrictions of the T cells. Thus, recognition of antigen in the context of I-A and I-E products is required for helper-T cell induction, and similarly the various suppressor-T cell subsets recognize antigen or suppressor factor presented in the context of I-J subregion-encoded antigens. Furthermore, the data suggest that the suppressor cells bear receptors for self I-J products. As an additional analogy between suppressor and helper cells, we have shown that in H-2-heterozygous F1 animals at least two populations of suppressor cells can be induced, one specific for each parental H-2 haplotype. The NP and ABA suppressor-cell pathways consist of multiple cellular elements, including at least three and possibly four distinct T-cell populations and two or more distinctive accessory cell populations. These are summarized in Figure 1. The specific soluble suppressor factors produced by each suppressor-T cell subset are involved in cellular communication processes. The terminal phases of the suppressor-cell cascade are antigen dependent but involve nonspecific bystander effects. In this review we have indicated the numerous homologies between the data in the hapten systems studied in our laboratories and the various other suppressor-cell models previously described in the literature.